
    SONGS  ABOUT  RELATIONSHIPS: 
 

Arrogance      - Behavior that destroys interpersonal relationships   
Bitterness      - Deep sorrow and bitterness after mental injury 
But no one was there    - Deplorable, helpless life situations 
Carry me on wings     - Love-song 
Declaration of love     - Deep honest love 
Deep inside      - Appearance and success do not determine the inner 
                              balance and satisfaction 
Don`t stop to call in question   - To be critical and alert 
Exemption      - Pursuit of permissiveness and independence 
How many people     - Reasonable, respectful togetherness 
How many times     - Disturbed couple relationship 
Humiliation      - submissive behaviour and lack of self-esteem  
Hymn to humanity     - Begin to rethink 
I am grateful and glad, that you exist  - Gratitude for the shared experience and GOD`s escort  
I can`t forgive     - Unforgivable humiliation and injury  
I don`t know my little child    - Sorrow and pain produced by the mankind 
I feel lonesome     - Fear of grief after separation 
I feel your magnificent presence   - Charity/ interpersonal action  
I had unlearned to cry and smile   - Pursuit of a questionable mode of living 
I have to say good bye    - Thankful farewell to friends 
I was deeply hurt     - Deeply disturbed relationship by violating conflict 
I will stay alone     - Self-doubt about one`s own attractiveness 
I think the time has come to say good bye - Final goodbye to friends 
If you once had harmed somebody  - Guilt and forgiving 
I`m grateful and glad, that you exist  - Gratitude for the shared experience and GOD`s escort  
I`m not the person who recedes   - Call for a critical reflection 
I`m really glad, my friend, that you are here  - A praise for the friendship 
It`s going on, dear     - The common path through the ups and downs of  

      existence in a partnership 
I was deeply hurt     - Broken relationship through a profound injury 
Judgement      - Self-righteous criticism of other`s behavior 
Left behind      - Being the cause of the separation in a relationship  
Let me caress your tender cheek   - Warm-hearted affection 
Let me go      - Desire for separation of a relationship 
Let`s tackle it      - Team and fighting spirit, commitment and self-confidence 
Life can be exciting     - Good sides of life 
Mother      - Thanks for all efforts of the mother 
Nothing like always     - Times of change 
On this special day     - Thanks for care and dedication 
Our wish for peace     - Disapproval of war and terror 
Peace       - Admonition to unity 
Politics      - Politics-critically regarded 
Running water     - Under the spell of love 
Sports unites      - The cleansing power of the sport 
Thank you      - Thanks for friendly, free cooperation 
Thanks      - Thanks to a loyal, hardworking employee 
The bond of friendship    - Reflection on a deep friendship 
The crises      - Economic crises made by the financial tops 
The hope may not fade away   - Criticising Human behaviour – hope for a better future 
The kitchen      - Homage to the gastronomy and the belle cuisine  
The love might win     - Homosexuality  
The luck we lost     - Too early death of the beloved partner 
The old park bench     - Interpersonal encounters in the park 
Thoughts of a dying man    - Critical consideration of one`s past in the face of death 
To enlighten the world    - Striving for a better social life  
True love      - The essence of profound love 
What`s the row?     - Severe problems in a relationship 
Why do we always struggle   - Criticism of divisive and destructive behaviour 
Why do you hate?     - Questionable justification for terror, murder and war 
Why do you think, you have to kill, friend - The misconception, that we can improve the world 
                                                            through annihilation 
Who gives you the right    - Derogatory thinking and behaviour 
You       - Complaints of a spouse – not quite seriously meant 



You hit me deep in the heart   - The end of a relationship through a profound injury 
You make me sick     - Severely disturbed interpersonal relationship  

You lack depth in your life   - Living in deceitful circles 
 
 


